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Paul’s Letter to the RomansPaul’s Letter to the Romans



Reading Scripture 1Reading Scripture 1

A DOCTRINAL READING

It asks questions about

•the nature of God

•the doctrines of the church

It treats scripture as authoritative and the ‘word of 
God’

Sometimes it doesn’t take the other readings seriously 
enough



Reading Scripture 2Reading Scripture 2

AN HISTORICAL READING

It asks questions about

•the original historical context

•the intention of the author

•the institutions and customs referred to in the text

•the communities to which the texts were addressed

This approach is not primarily concerned with what the 
texts say about God



Reading Scripture 3Reading Scripture 3

A NARRATIVE READING

This focuses on the whole text as literature and explores 
the text as story involving 

•plot

•characterisation

•dialogue, action and setting

It is open-ended and may undervalue the uniqueness of 
the scriptural record



Reading Scripture 4Reading Scripture 4

THE RADICAL APPROACH

This has emerged from liberation and feminist theology 
and

•is dialogical

•asks questions of the text from the perspective of the 
reader’s context

•leads to liberative action

It may not do full justice to the way that texts have been 
historically interpreted 



Iinterpreting Scripture Iinterpreting Scripture 

Creating a thick 
description of 
the scripture

Creating a thick 
description of 

the context

What is God 
saying to me and 
my local Church

What is my 
intention?



Romans: The Historical Romans: The Historical 
Context (1)Context (1)

Paul’s Letter to the Romans was 
written

•  by St Paul (never seriously challenged)

•  probably in Corinth 

•  between 57-58 CE

•  as a complete work but…..



Romans: The Historical Romans: The Historical 
Context (2)Context (2)

 There is evidence of a shorter form (1-14) There is evidence of a shorter form (1-14) 
(Marcion)(Marcion)

 An intermediate form (1-15) has been An intermediate form (1-15) has been 
posited with 16 being a separate letter of posited with 16 being a separate letter of 
commendationcommendation

 All known manuscripts include the long form All known manuscripts include the long form 
(1-16)(1-16)

 The form in which it now exists is likely to The form in which it now exists is likely to 
have been originalhave been original



Romans: The Historical Romans: The Historical 
Context (3)Context (3)

 His secretary Tertius wrote the Epistle His secretary Tertius wrote the Epistle 
at Paul’s dictationat Paul’s dictation

 Paul drew on previous thinking and Paul drew on previous thinking and 
must have discussed his work with his must have discussed his work with his 
companions (Timothy)companions (Timothy)

 It is deeply personalIt is deeply personal
 Phoebe was his benefactor and may Phoebe was his benefactor and may 

have carried the letter to Romehave carried the letter to Rome



Romans: The Historical Romans: The Historical 
Context (4)Context (4)

 This was Rome’s Golden Age.  Augustus This was Rome’s Golden Age.  Augustus 
‘found Rome in brick and left it in marble’‘found Rome in brick and left it in marble’

 There were 13 synagogues in Rome and up There were 13 synagogues in Rome and up 
to 60,000 Jewsto 60,000 Jews

 Claudius (AD 41) forbade Jews to hold Claudius (AD 41) forbade Jews to hold 
meetings and (AD 49) expelled many after meetings and (AD 49) expelled many after 
public disorder caused by ‘Chrestus’public disorder caused by ‘Chrestus’



Romans: The Historical Romans: The Historical 
Context (5)Context (5)

 The church was probably founded by The church was probably founded by 
pilgrims returning from Jerusalempilgrims returning from Jerusalem

 Gentiles joinedGentiles joined
 Ties with the Jerusalem church Ties with the Jerusalem church 

remained strongremained strong
 Jewish roots remained significant Jewish roots remained significant 
 The Church met in houses (probably)The Church met in houses (probably)



Romans: The Literary Romans: The Literary 
Context (1)Context (1)

Romans has been interpreted 
as:

•  a work of systematic theology

•  a work of mission

•  a pastoral work



Romans: The LiteraryRomans: The Literary
 Context (2) Context (2)

Paul’s intention in writing was to:

•  introduce himself and his theology

•  correct false impressions

•  give a spiritual gift to the Roman Church

• urge them to live in unity with diversity

•  recommend Phoebe

•  build a base for a mission in Spain

•  proclaim a deeply personal gospel



Romans: The Literary Romans: The Literary 
Context (3)Context (3)

Romans

•  is saturated in scripture (54 quotations)

•  has theological language rooted in the 
Greek version of the scriptures

•  uses scripture

    i)    in argument (Ch 4)
 ii)  topologically (5:12-21)
iii)    as prohpecy/fulfilment (9.29)



Romans: The Literary Romans: The Literary 
Context (4)Context (4)

In Romans

•  text is dense and difficult (diatribe, 
proclamation, liturgy, hymnody, creed)

•  words need interpretation 
(justification, law, sin, salvation)



Romans: The Literary Romans: The Literary 
Context (5)Context (5)

Romans is a series of stories within 
the story of salvation through 
Christ.  These include:

•  his own story

•  the story of the Jews

•  the story of the Gentiles

•  the story of scriptural characters

•  the story of the Roman church



Romans: A Radical ContextRomans: A Radical Context

Romans dialogues with my 
experience of:

•  sin and salvation

•  law and grace

•  faith and works

•  tradition and innovation

•  the weak and the strong

•  the church and the state
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